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INTRODUCTION 

In 2020, the entire planet experienced perhaps its worst peacetime crisis. The COVID-19 pandemic 

provoked a dramatic sanitary emergency in the five continents, but also a profound economic and 

social crisis, whose effects will be felt for years to come. 

Amid this very challenging situation, sport was hit hard, with FINA’s activities suddenly halted in March 

2020, and all of its remaining 2020 events cancelled or postponed. FINA was not alone in this and, 

for the first time in history, the Olympic Games were postponed, dictating the rescheduling of FINA’s 

main events. 

For our athletes, this was an extremely challenging time, with many of them unable to train properly, 

as lockdown forced many of them to stay at home for several weeks at a time. 

 

KEY EVENTS 

Further to the joint decision of the IOC and the Japanese Government to postpone the Tokyo 2020 

Olympic Games to the summer of 2021, FINA agreed to postpone the FINA World Championships in 

Fukuoka, Japan, initially scheduled for July 2021, to May 2022. 

The FINA World Swimming Championships (25m) in Abu Dhabi (UAE), was also postponed from 

December 2020 to December 2021. 

A few events took place successfully before the crisis forced the abandonment of the remainder of the 

2020 season: 

• FINA Champions Swim Series Legs 1-2 

• FINA Men’s Water Polo World League European Qualification 2020 

• FINA Diving Grand Prix 2020 Legs 1-2 

• FINA/CNSG Marathon Swim World Series 2020 

• FINA Women’s Water Polo World League European Qualification 2020 

• FINA/CNSG Diving World Series 2020 Leg 1 

• FINA Artistic Swimming World Series 2020 Leg 1 
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FINA CHAMPIONS SWIM SERIES 2020 

The success story of the FINA Champions Swim Series, inaugurated in 2019, continued into 2020. 

Before the pandemic forced the cancellation of events, two legs of the Series were hosted in Shenzhen 

(CHN, January 14-15) and Beijing (CHN, January 18-19), with 70 stars from 26 nations being invited 

to this prestigious event. 

Throughout the two legs – with 28 individual races and two relay events each – many Olympic and 

World Championships medallists were able to start what was then still an Olympic year by showing 

their level of preparation, in thrilling races and interesting duels in the pool. 

Moreover, the swimming performances were accompanied by an exciting entertainment programme, 

mixing dance, music, acrobatic and lighting shows. As with the inaugural edition of the competition in 

2019, the members of the relays were selected by a draw. Two races were on the programme, the 

4x100m free mixed and 4x100m medley mixed. The first man to be chosen for the free relay would 

give the name to the team, while the first female swimmer selected for the medley would designate 

the respective quartet. 

A total of US$1.8 million in prize money was paid to the participating athletes of the 

competition, according to the following distribution: 

 

INDIVIDUAL RACES 

1st place 2nd place 3rd place 4th place 

US$ 10,000 US$ 8,000 US$ 6,000 US$ 5,000 

 

RELAY RACES 

1st place 2nd place 3rd place 4th place 

US$ 16,000 US$ 12,000 US$ 8,000 US$ 6,000 
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Swimming stars could also benefit from attendance fees and had all their travel, accommodation and 

meal expenses covered. 

At the conclusion of the successful 2020 Champions Swim Series in Beijing, FINA invited participating 

athletes and coaches for a meeting, where they could provide their feedback and give suggestions for 

subsequent editions of the event 
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GOVERNANCE 

Despite the exceptional situation caused by the pandemic, FINA continued working and took many 

important decisions related to the crisis, including: 

• Creation of a FINA COVID-19 Task Force, in charge of monitoring the situation relating to the 

pandemic worldwide, to propose measures concerning the safety and health of FINA athletes, 

and provide recommendations about the re-scheduling of the FINA competitions 

• The FINA General Congress, originally scheduled to be held on July 2021, alongside the FINA 

World Championships, was moved to June 2021, as a standalone event in Doha (QAT). This 

Congress elected a new Bureau for the period 2021-2025, as well as the FINA Audit 

Committee and Ethics Panel 

• Re-allocation of unused funds within the Olympic Aquatic Support Programme for 2020 to 

athletes preparing for the 2021 Tokyo Olympic Games 

• Re-scheduling of the FINA Technical Congresses, to be held on the occasion of the Fukuoka 

World Championships, in May 2022. 

 

FINA COVID-19 TASK FORCE 

In response to the immediate threat to the health and wellbeing of aquatic athletes and coaches, as 

well as to the viability of FINA events, the FINA Executive commissioned an expert working group: the 

FINA COVID-19 Task Force. 

The function of this Task Force was to: 

• Develop educational materials on the prevention of COVID-19 principles for athletes and their 

entourage.  

• Create return to training guidelines for athletes and coaches post training disruption due to 

COVID-19. 

• Develop FINA competition/event COVID-19 Guidelines. 

• Liaise with local FINA event organising committees with respect to the planning of COVID-19 

prevention procedures for FINA events. 

• Provide oversight of the implementation of FINA COVID-19 Guidelines during FINA events in 

collaboration with the FINA Office support staff and the local organising committee. 

• Update FINA COVID-19 event guidelines as the pandemic and subsequent scientific 

knowledge evolves. 

• Develop guidelines and scientific support for FINA Training Centres. 

• Disseminate COVID-19 vaccination advice for athletes. 

• Respond to COVID-19 queries from National Federations and other members of the FINA 

Family. 

• Liaise with International Olympic Committee with respect to COVID-19 health planning for the 

Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games (July/August 2021), Tokyo, Japan. 
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FINANCIAL RESULTS 2019 

FINA’s 2019 audited financial statements are published on the FINA website under the “Financial 

Reports” section. 

FINA’s income statement for 2019 showed total revenues of 68.7 million Swiss Francs, a record for a 

non-Olympic year.  The events margin for the year was significantly impacted by a loss of more than 

3 million Swiss Francs on the launch of the Champions Series and the operating result was further 

impacted by in excess of 3 million Swiss Francs of legal fees related to the ISL litigation.  An operating 

deficit for the year of 7.0 million Swiss Francs was offset by a Financial Result of 6.5 million Swiss 

Francs, resulting in a net deficit of 0.5 million Swiss Francs. 

 

KEY NUMBERS: 
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DIGITAL STRATEGY 

In 2020, the pandemic brought new challenges, including a need to reinvent FINA’s content strategy 

due to the postponement of events. 

As a result, FINA mainly focused on the production of video content to create engaging stories across 

all digital platforms. Thanks to the FINA video archive, a massive amount of content was retrieved 

and made available, to showcase the top action from past events. 

Moreover, FINA started collaborating with a range of athletes during the lockdown period to bring them 

closer to fans in this difficult time. 

Despite the pandemic, FINA managed not only to increase its digital audience across all platforms, 

but also to set a record in terms of video views and time spent watching digital content. 

 

SOCIAL MEDIA FIGURES 

Despite the lack of events, in 2020 FINA again increased its social media figures, especially through 

an incredible growth of video views. 

Confirming this growth, FINA was recognised by the #SportOnSocial League 2021 as one of the 

most improved IFs on Facebook for the second year in a row, climbing from 32nd to 8th 

place in only 24 months. 

Following this trend FINA expected to reach 100 million video views on Facebook in 2021. 

Source: #SportsOnSocial League table 2021 
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2020 FINA ARTISTIC SWIMMING VIRTUAL CHALLENGE 

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the FINA Technical Artistic Swimming Committee created 

the Virtual Challenge, hosted on Facebook and Instagram and premiering on 19 and 20 December, 

2020. 

The total number of likes for all promotional content on Facebook and Instagram, excluding the 

premieres for the #ASVirtualChallenge numbered: 

• 19,584 Likes 

• 51,492 Video Views 
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WORLD AQUATICS DAY 

Since 2017, FINA has been inviting National Member Federations to present their proposals for the 

annual editions of the FINA World Aquatics Day, so that a global programme can be established and 

promoted. 

This initiative aims to celebrate Aquatics in the five continents on a specific year, in which FINA’s 

National Federations are invited to organise dedicated events to underline the value of sport in their 

communities. 

The main goal of these initiatives is to gather non-elite athletes – children, young athletes, occasional 

or regular competitors in aquatic disciplines, the masters enthusiasts – with a common objective: to 

enjoy and increase the level of aquatic physical activity on all five continents. 

In many countries, these kinds of event already exist, and in these cases FINA suggests that these 

existing competitions should be associated with World Aquatics Day, so that they can benefit from 

more visibility and impact. 

For nations without mass participation events on their calendar, the possibilities continue to be 

immense: whether in pools (indoor or outdoor), rivers, lakes or open seas, the objective is to attract 

as many competitors as possible. 

In parallel with the staging of events in the water, many other initiatives can be organised, such as: 

• production of dedicated merchandising 

• drawing contests about this theme in schools 

• issuing of a postage stamp 

• invitation to a local aquatic star to support the event 

• social media engagement 

• creation of mobile apps 
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In 2020 and for the first time, the World Aquatics Day celebrations were highlighted by post-event 

promotions on the FINA social media platforms, and FINA will continue to highlight the events on our 

social media. 

The World Aquatics Day offers an opportunity to enhance and build on the work that is being carried 

out by FINA’s programme Swimming for All – Swimming for Life. It also provides a notable platform 

to reinforce collaboration between FINA’s 209 National Member Federations. 

A total of 189 National Federations have participated since 2017: 54 from Africa, 39 from the Americas, 

41 from Asia, 46 from Europe and 9 from Oceania. 

FINA is always delighted to see the Federations’ commitment and appreciates the admirable 

motivation and meaningful involvement in the celebrations, and in particular, through this extraordinary 

period of time despite the challenges the world is currently facing. 

Member Federations willing to celebrate World Aquatics Day in 2021 were able to apply for financial 

support, contributing greatly to supporting valuable projects with a goal of further developing our sport 

and supporting the implementation of the celebration in global communities. 
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FINA DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 

 

LIVE SESSIONS 

In 2020, FINA started the FINA Live Sessions as a 

means to stay in contact with its Aquatics 

Community during the COVID-19 pandemic. It was 

also a way to further expand the Community’s 

knowledge by sharing the experience of FINA 

experts. 

 

 

ONLINE CLINICS AND SCHOOL WEBINARS 

Faced with the pandemic, FINA experts were unable to travel to conduct Face to Face Clinics. 

Therefore, the Clinics went Online using the Zoom application. The Zoom link was only accessible to 

participants that were nominated by their Federation and through the Learning Platform. 

Similarly, Schools Clinics could not be organised face to face. As schools offer certification to judges 

and officials, the process was lengthier, as exams had to also be created online. 

 

OTHER COURSES 

FINA Learning also hosted various other courses during 2020. Aquatic Managers courses and Water 

Polo Webinars were hosted in English and Spanish for UANA countries. The Water Polo Webinar for 

Referees was then made available for all the Aquatics community. 

In total, the online programme delivered: 

• 31 live sessions 

• 472 swimming coaches certified through the platform 

• 1234 officials recertified through the platform 

• 3507 participants in online clinics 

• 433 participants in school webinars 
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